
 
 

 

 
 

GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2023 | VOLUME #02 

 

March 2023 – GlobeWest, the Australian designer furniture brand presents Volume Two, the 
evolution of their 2023 Collection. 

“Inspired by the opportunity to reinvigorate our senses by inviting more creativity into our daily 
lives, Volume Two invites personality, playfulness and comfort to our unique Australian living” 

says GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti Lytras. 

GlobeWest welcomes new, bold colours that create hero moments in a liveable way, inviting 
customers to “play with colour, play with texture and create something exciting.” – Keti Lytras. 
Statement silhouettes and note-worthy tones add personality and joy to interiors. Building on 

one of the established 2023 trends, ‘Life in Colour’, GlobeWest introduces sophisticated 
upholstery in fresh and luxurious tones, with an exciting palette of Plum Speckle, Spiced Orange 

and Cognac to imbue a sensorial moment for interiors. 

GlobeWest continues to look at its contemporary offering in new and innovative ways. Building 
warmth and variation to our spaces with friendly shapes, encouraging nesting and clustering, 

layering organic shapes together. 

Inspired by the trend they have named ‘Common Ground’, the modern design direction is 
significant to Volume 2. “We’re soothing our senses with luxurious upholstery, oversized seating 

and long-lasting comfort” Keti says. The grounded forms are paired with sophisticated marbles to 
embody the mature palette of moss, mule and chocolate colours. 

Volume 2 seeks to offer comfort, joy and connection for Designers and design lovers, launching 
March 21, 2023. 

 

NEW INDOOR COLLECTIONS 

 

Celebrating a contemporary take on Mid- Century Modern, the Floyd collection combines clean 
lines and luxurious materials. Statement marble sits atop suspended casing and plinth legs. 
Inviting dimension and sophistication. Available in modern Black oak with Viola marble or 
Vintage-inspired Natural Ash with Brown Vein marble.  

Refined and refreshing, the Leon collection welcomes friendly curved edges and soft fluting. The 
distinctive base offers dimension and visual interest to any space. Available in grounding tones of 
Black and Twilight or uplifting Natural Ash. 

Tactile in presence and form, Freya’s natural tones welcome a sense of serenity. Detailing 
touches of contemporary rattan construction and soft rounded corners create an elevated 
appeal. Available in a Buffet, Entertainment Unit and Bedside Table. 



 
 

 

 
 

A statement in form and function. Showcase favoured belongings with the Noa Buffet and 
Entertainment Unit. The eye-catching fluted glass doors, decadent marble bench and dark green 
casing makes for a bold and elegant feature. 

Effortlessly elevated. The sophisticated joinery, waterfall edges and contrasting linear channel 
doors inspire the Chloe Channel collection available in a Buffet and Bedside. Designed with 
classic, contemporary style in mind, the tonal handles embrace versatility. 

Embellish and elevate every day with the alluring new Porto collection. The mixed mediums of 
distinctive hand-made tile inlay and natural oak create a sophisticated centrepiece. A collection 
like no other, available in a Buffet, Dining Table, Console and Side Table. 

Sink into the enveloping Felix Loop Sofa. With soft round edges, inflated volumes, and 
exaggerated curves. Available in vintage-inspired Spiced Orange, or a Neutral Speckle for a more 
paired back appearance. 

Flexible modular design and eye-catching piped detailing, the new Felix Crest Modular Sofa offers 
a relaxed style for unparalleled comfort. 

Welcoming character with bold proportions, clean lines and contemporary upholstery the New 
Hugo Sebastian Sofa is 70’s inspired and oozing comfort.  Available in a textured speckled Starry 
Night or Oat Boucle, inviting a tactile cosy feel to spaces. 

Exuding sophistication, embracing contours, oversized ribbed channels and curvilinear design, the 
Juno Channel Modular Sofa invites an extra level of cushioned comfort. Available in a textured 
boucle or soft chocolate velvet inviting a moody, luxurious touch. 

Clean lines and a refined profile offer a relaxed, sophisticated aesthetic with the Airlie Frame 
Sofa. Plump with double-sided cushioning and feather inserts. The hard-wearing linen look 
fabrication make this an elevated multipurpose addition. 

 

NEW OUTDOOR COLLECTIONS 

 

Bold, playful proportions. Sink into the luxurious new Kuda outdoor collection featuring chunky 
tapered pillar legs. Designed in solid teak.  

Sophisticated indoor comfort made for outdoor living. Encouraging sink-in comfort, the Javea 
outdoor collection is Mid Century inspired, designed in a solid teak frame which compliments the 
plush cushioning and Sunproof Premium upholstery.  

Bold, distinguished details and low profiles create a masculine appeal with the Hardy collection. 
Horizontal rope weaves, paired with solid teak creates simplistic appeal. Long-lasting, with 
structured Quick Dry Foam and Dacron fill cushioning. 

Inspired by its namesake, the new Dune collection welcomes a soft natural flowing profile in 
organic shapes. The sand resin creates a tangible, textured finish, available in a Natural or 
Charcoal finish. Versatile, the Dune Coffee and Side Tables can be used both indoor and outdoor. 


